PROJECT:
RICHMOND HIGH SCHOOL –
AWARD WINNING VERTICAL SCHOOL
Contemporary school designs in Australia are changing
in various ways, including adapting to meet rising
population growth in our cities. For urban schools to
accommodate this densification, school designs are
transitioning from building outward on large tracts of
land to upward on smaller sites. The award-winning
Richmond High School in Victoria is now celebrated
as one of Australia’s first vertical state high schools,
following a $43 million makeover completed in 2019. It
delivers a modern and innovative learning environment
for 650 students in years 7-12, and last year deservedly
won best secondary school project in the 2019 Victorian
School Design Awards (VSDA).

OVERVIEW
As an industry leader for creating adaptable spaces in the
education sector, Lotus products were integrated in a number
of ways to support Hayball Architects’ vision of inclusivity in
every facet of the design.
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Hayball Architects
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THE SPACE
Although the multi-storey vertical school model
is relatively new in Australia, it is a concept that is
going to become increasingly popular as architects
work to overcome density and population pressures
in urban areas. Two precincts were commissioned
for Richmond High School during this monumental
redevelopment (one sports, one academic), and
Lotus’ products in particular were incorporated
into the four-level academic building on Griffiths St
Richmond. Inside this vertically designed structure,
care was taken to create both a distinct purpose for
each of the separate levels, as well as elements that
unified them.
David Tweedie, Director at Hayball explained, “We
were concerned that the building felt like one place,
a holistically integrated place for learning – spaces
needed to be purposeful and well defined, but
interconnected. The atrium building form that we’ve
developed has allowed this while providing light and
air to the interior spaces.” Lotus products were also
incorporated because they assist this ambition for
unity and connectivity. Our products achieved this
through promoting light transfer and clear lines
of sight between areas, by many products meeting
stringent Disability and Discrimination Act (DDA)
compliance, as well as their ability to make rooms
adaptable and flexible for a range of purposes.

Within the gleaming new academic building are areas
set aside for general learning, as well as specialist
subjects such as science, technology and the arts.The
ground level areas open for more group activities such
as the library, café/eating areas, music room, and a
performing arts space/outdoor amphitheatre which is
open to the public after hours.
Tweedie continued, “A school is really a hub for
its surrounding community… Set in a diverse
neighbourhood with a large cohort of students, our
brief for Richmond High School touched on a number
of areas in terms of the client’s vision and values.
Community, diversity, wellbeing, sustainability, safety,
technology and ensuring learners are at the centre
of everything – these were central to the brief and
areas we really prioritised with our design of the
vertical school… A key approach has been to design
for ‘learning communities’ - flexible, adaptable spaces
accommodating up to 108 children which incorporate
specific functionalities.”
After a period of closure, Richmond High School
re-opened in 2018 with these state-of-the-art new
facilities and a new mindset. This approach of flexible
and adaptive school design that is people centric is one
that is particularly close to Lotus’ purpose of creating
spaces where people thrive, and we were proud to help
support this vision.
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THE SOLUTION
In a shift from traditional school designs and teaching
styles, classrooms with four walls and a blackboard
are not present in the new academic building. Instead,
learning spaces have been crafted in a purposefully
flexible design, promoting a range of activities and
experiences to suit teaching staff and students’ diverse
needs, as well as the wider community. 41 Lotus’ Glass
and 6 Solid Sliders have been used extensively and
across all 4 levels in these learning areas, providing
visual privacy in some parts, and open lines of sight in
others. This use of glass allows natural light to transfer
between spaces, and also encourages inclusivity (one
example of this being learning by osmosis), as people
can see into classes while they are in session.

Richard Leonard Director of Hayball Architects
explains, “Inclusivity is a very important
consideration in design. In the contemporary
environment that means access to all spaces
whether they’re internal or external… All of those
spaces will be accessible to all people and that
includes community, not just students of teachers…
I think one of the exciting things is rethinking what
the model of a school can be. What we have to look
at is how the facilities integrate across levels, and
how movement of students can be supported and
support contemporary education.”

Acoustic Sliders
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In 2020 we will see more inclusive designs, defined
by the Centre for Inclusive Design as ‘recognising
the diversity and uniqueness of each individual by
providing flexible and adaptable systems.’ Lotus’ Head
of Marketing and Brand Kate Hartigan explains “We
all have differing personal needs – personality styles,
sensory needs, behavioural, mental health, emotional,
wellbeing – and functional spaces should be designed
with these needs in mind. More and more architects
need to think about how the physical environment
impacts people, and designing spaces with an
understanding of our differences and a goal of inclusivity,
to enhance wellbeing and bring out the best in people.”

We were proud of our ability to maximise our footprint in
the available space, and contribute to a highly functional,
flexible and award-winning environment that will support
students, teachers, and the wider community to use the
space in a variety of ways for many years to come.

4 Lotus’ 75 Series Fine Frame Glas-Stax walls have
also been installed along the ground level, to allow the
building’s façade to open up as required or be closed
while still maintaining the transfer of natural light inside
and views to the outside. A 125 Series Operable Wall has
also been used in the interior of the building, with a 52
Rw acoustic rating that prevents noise transfer between
spaces and minimises disruption. The higher acoustic
rating was imperative for the Operable Wall as it divides
the music room and performing arts space allowing
the area to be opened up or closed off as required. This
flexible, functional nature of our products assists people
to experience spaces in a variety of ways, helping them
learn and teach tailored to individual and group needs.
Kate added “These inclusive designs mean people are
feeling seen and heard, resulting in a more engaged
and thriving environment. Lotus products also enable
spaces to be easily modified – and inclusive to a range of
purposes. Our operable walls allow spaces to be adapted
to suit the needs at hand, be it collaborative work, private
conversations, presentations or performances in creative
spaces.”
James Taylor vice principal of Richmond High School
reflected back on the momentous development one year
on, saying “The incredible new facilities have provided
RHS with the fresh direction we were looking for when
we re-opened in 2018. The flexibility and adaptive nature
of the academic precinct helps support our students,
teachers, and wider community in a range of ways, and
backs our school’s belief of embracing difference and
diversity in its many forms.”
This critical high-volume project provided the Lotus’
team with a tight timeline for installation and a small
number of challenges. The mixed product range needed
to be vertically lifted into the building, and multiple
departments needed to work together to ensure the
design solution was manufactured and installed on time
and to the highest standard.

125 Series Operable Wall
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